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Welcome to Arts and Africa . Today we journey into the past and 
this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey offering to be your guide. 

TAPE 

EXTRACT OF SOUNDTRACK FROM "DISLOCATION OF AMBER". 

ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY 

And with that music we are leaving the twentieth century and watching 
a small boat approach the safe anchorage of Suakin. Suakin is now a ghost 
town but until well into the nineteenth century it was the main port of 
Sudan - a prosperous town built of coral that fell into decay and was 
deserted when Port Sudan was founded to the nor~h. This historic, now 
ruined red sea port is the subject of a haunting half hour film by the 
Sudanese film maker Hussein Shariffe. Chris Terrill, who has just seen 
the film, has had the opportunity to talk to Hussein Shariffe and to find 
out why it was so much more poetic than the usual documentary. Indeed, what 
made him decide to shoot it in the first place. 

HUSSEIN SHARIFFE 

I visited the place before any filming. It really astonished and 
amazed me, it had that beauty about it despite the fantastic decay. As 
for the film - I was very, very, very seriously ill in hospital and I 
thought: my God I'll make a film! 

CHRIS TERRILL 

The fact that you were in hospital and very ill, were you thinking 
of death and morbid things which turned your mind to Suakin? 

HUSSEIN SHARIFFE 

I was thinking of death and morbid things which then turned my mind 
to Suakin. 
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CHRIS TERRILL 

Because I've been to Suakin and certainly when I was t here I gained 
a sense of ghostly things and death and decay. But in your film it's not 
only about death because you bring out life as well . 

HUSSEIN SHARIFFE 

·yes, I do, I do and I use these two elements, I juxtapose them. 
There are these two levels plus other levels. The film has references to 
other ideas and other thoughts but they are from these two main themes of 
life and death. 

CHRIS TERRILL 

Yes, but are these thoughts Sudanese thought or international thought? 
Are you making a point that only Sudanese people will understand or wil l 
other people understand it as well? 

HUSSEIN SHARIFFE 

Well I was hoping that I'd make a film that other people would 
understand, not just Sudanese, because Suakin to me was so emblemat ic 
of this decay, this destruction which is universal. 

CHRIS TERRILL 

But Suakin itself you describe as an ancient port which is in 
ruins, it is decaying, it is not being looked after and it is, as you 
say, like a bombed site. But it's an extraordinary bombed.site because there 
is still that sense of living in it. One can imagine as you walk down those 
crumbled streets that it was once full of people. Is there a special 
significance of Suakin to the Sudanese people? 

HUSSEIN SHARIFFE 

Well yes, in the sense that is represented a certain sort of urban 
settlement civilisation, not just its significance as a port . Suakin 
always represented a kind of foreign settlement because the inhabitants 
of Suakin were really either non- Sudanese or half-Sudanese . Also, of course, 
it was a seat of the Ottoman Empire. So it represented conquest. 

CHRIS TERRILL 

It was also, of course, a centre for the slave trade at the time. 

HUSSEIN SHARIFFE 

Of course it was a centre for the slave trade one of the main 
ports of the slave trade. 

CHRIS TERRILL 

And this you reflect in your film, don't you? 
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H0SSEI N SHARIFFE 

I use that in my film towards the end . For instance Suakin was 
never conquered by the Mahdi. I t alway s remained a foreign ~er~itory . 
0::: course by then it was the Engli s h . 

CHRIS TERRILL 

Now about the film itsel f : you use a lot of imagery , a lot of 
camera techniques, p anning across and zooming in o n parts of Suakin very 
e:: f ecti vely. But ·you al so use an astonishing music soundtrack. It sets 
the scene I must say , but I don't speak Arabic and I didn't understand 
what was being sung. Now was that important, did I miss something? 

HUSSEIN SHARIFFE 

Well it is important because the chant which doesn't have a musical 
accompaniment, just chantinq by this abso l utely amazing Sudanese composer, 

Abdullahi Mohamed Djud who died last year. Wel 1 the c hant is of Sufi poems 
which speak of the love of God, o f the attachment to a place and a 
sense of loss and they are very , very appropriate to the theme I was 
dealing with. And the other music which is mostly lute music is 
ethnic music. 

CHRIS TERRILL 

From the area itself? 

HUSSEIN SHARIFFE 

From the area. 

MUSIC 

MUSIC FROM SOUNDTRACK OF "DISLOCATION OF AMBER". 

CHRIS TERRILL 

How long did it take to make the film? It's a thirty-five minute 
film but I presume that a lot of work went into it . 

HUSSEIN SHARIFFE 

A lot of work went into it and it took us about two months to shoot 
it. 

CHRIS TERRILL 

Filming every day? 

HUSSEIN SHARIFFE 

Filming every day, usually very early in the morning or late afternoon 
because of the quality of light. When it's eleven o'clock the sun is just 
too hot, it's just a white blare, a blaze of white Jight. 

CHRIS TERRILL 

Yes, I found that , filming myself in places like Sudan , when the 
sun is over-head you can ' t see anything of dark faces. 
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HUSSEIN SHARIFFE 

You just get che shadows. You don't see any features , it's jus t one 
blob of b lackness . 

CHRIS TERRILL 

What about the weather, because apart fr om one scene when you had 
che rain, was it fine the whole time? 

HUSSEIN SHARIFFE 

We had terrific rains sometimes. I mea n when we were there wails 
actually crumbled and fell and so did the Mushrabeyeh , yo u know, the 
l attice-work windows and the only place which had lattice-work on t he 
windows intact was the rest- house in which we lived and all the lattice
work on the outside fell during that very, very heavy rain. 

CHRIS TERRILL 

Now Hussein, you used actors and actresses in the film but they 
didn't have anything t o say, it was all done with a sort o f mime and 
movement. How did you go about deciding just how you were going to use 
t hes e people in the film? 

HUSSEI N SHARIFFE 

Well I thought I'd have no dialogue. The actors were really props, 
but essential. I mean they enacted, they represented - with mime really, 
unspoken, and with close ups - episodes of life as lived in the period 
of the last century . 

CHRIS TERRILL 

Did you write the script, I know there's no dialogue , or did you 
create the film as you went along, perhaps with some of the ideas of the 
actors. 

HUSSEIN SHARIFFE 

Well I had a sort of story outl i ne and I had scripted shots let's 
say , but r also filmed as I went a l ong . 

CHRIS TERRILL 

You improvised? 

HUSSEIN SHARIFFE 

I improvised . 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Hussein Shariffe talking about his film 'Dislocation of Amber' 
to Chris Terrill . 

MUSIC 

UGANDAN LULLABY. 
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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

The opening notes of that lullaby from Uganda is the introduction 
to more of music for African children. We're starting today's 
excursion in South Africa in eastern Transvaal. 

MUSIC 

SOUTH AFRICAN LULLABY. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

That's a song from the Tsonga people of eastern Transvaal and here 
is another sample of their lullabies. 

MUSIC 

SOUTH AFRICAN LULLABY. 

ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY 

Kofi Any et comes from Ghan2 .and she's one of three Ghanaians who ' ve 
contributed a lullaby each for our series. Kofi, a rather unusual name 
for a woman , sings oncin Anzina. 

MUSIC 

GHANAIAN LULLABY . 

ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY 

And now here is one in Fanti which Anna is going to sing. 

MUSIC 

GHANAIAN LULLABY. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

And here ' s Florence Achema singing in Twi. 

MUSIC 

GHANAIAN LULLABY. 

ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY 

And we must stop too. This is Alex Tetteh-lartey saying goodbye 
and hoping we will meet this time nex t week. Goodbye. 

MUSIC 

" LIMPOPO " by Jeremy Taylor. 


